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Our summer was spent
consolidating our network
technologies

The staﬀ of NIX.CZ used the summer holiday period to consolidate its
network technologies. This is an ideal time for similar adjustments and
modiﬁ cations: the number of requests from customers or members who
wish to increase their connection capacity declines, especially because of
the low volume of Internet traﬃ c during the summer holiday period. This
gave our technicians enough time and space to move all our customer and
member connections from the two older Cisco Catalyst 6509E switches to
the new Nexus 7710 switches.
The capacity of the new switches is
several times higher, which will make
it possible to satisfy demand for
additional ports in the coming
years and also, importantly, will lead to
savings in operation costs.
Nexus 7710 switches have 8 slots for
link cards, which can all be ﬁlled by
either a 48x1/10GE or a 12x100GE
card. As a comparison, the previous
switches were able to accommodate,
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at maximum, 28x10GE and no 100GE
ports. The exchange has been
completed in the NIX2-THP node,
where from now on we will be running one access and one core switch.
Before the end of the year we should
be able to complete the same migration in the NIX4-CE Colo node,
where we plan to simultaneously move all our technology into the
same space.
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ATM S.A. (AS 24724)
COIG S.A. (AS 28978)
C2NET s..r.o. (AS 56456)
D-H-T Systems (AS 197698)
MULTINET 24 Sp.z.o.o. (AS 197099)
OpenDNS (AS 36692)
Slavnet Networks s.r.o. (AS 34955)
Strejda.Net (AS 43070)
New networks in NIX.SK
ACS spol. s.r.o. (AS 12905)
BONET Systems, s.r.o. (AS 44185)
Energotel a.s. (AS 31117)
itself s.r.o. (AS 12570)
Satro s.r.o. (AS 31127)
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NIX.CZ aﬀected by the Prague
L-Root Server update
In September, the ICANN
technicians carried out
an upgrade of the L-Root
Server located in Prague.
Because the root server
is connected to our
peering node, our Association has been aﬀected by the
upgrade as well. This means that NIX.CZ’s more than
130 networks can also take advantage of the services
provided by the L-Root Server. The second change
concerns the Knot DNS server, which is being developed
in the R&D department of CZ.NIC, which is in charge of
the Czech national domain. During the upgrade, the Knot
DNS server had in fact been using this copy of the root
server. According to our information, the upgrade went
through without major problems. Now we just wish that
the Prague L-root server provides excellent service to all
those using domain name-based services.

NIX.CZ RUNS ATLAS ANCHOR
In mid-September, the representatives of RIPE NCC and the Czech
peering node conﬁrmed that
the Atlas Anchor deployment in
NIX.CZ (cz-prg-as6881) is now
fully operational.
This device is a kind of probe, which
serves as a target for individual end
probes from the RIPE Atlas project.

Each Anchor is addressed by two
hundreds of these end probes,
while each probe can call four
or ﬁve of these devices. Atlas
Anchors can be run by all types
of companies connected to the
Internet; however, NIX.CZ is unique
in this respect, especially thanks
to its location, which allows to

measure internet traﬃc in the very
heart of Europe. The RIPE Atlas
Anchor is a 1U device, which
does not require a lot of energy,
but needs a connection of suﬃcient
quality. In exchange, the organization
hosting the probe obtains information about its network connectivity
and reachability.

We are happy to announce that the fourth CEE Peering Days conference will take place on March 30-31, 2016
in Budapest, Hungary. The two-day conference will be organized in a cooperation with our Austrian and Hungarian
counterparts VIX.at and BIX.hu. The registration for the conference will open soon.
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